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15 years experience with WordPress 
(agency since 2006)

Co-organizer of Dutch WordCamps since 
2015

9 years blockchain experience

Started WordProof in 2019
- Keynote on mainstage #WCEU2019 
- #1 in Europe’s Blockchains for Social 

Good competition 2020 🏆
- Marieke & Joost on board since 2020

Married to Mirco 💍

Aspiring dad 🐕 
Sebastiaan van der Lans

@delans

About me



In 1991, blockchain was 
invented for Timestamping.

https://wordproof.io/academy


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jh7ufPyRIZY


Through Timestamps we 
bring open source benefits 

to 4.88 billion people
- 100 million open source site owners
- As site owners, we have transparency and can 

hold our software accountable, because it’s 
open source

- Through timestamps, all internet users benefit



In a few years from now, 
if you don’t timestamp your 
articles on the blockchain, 

you’re going to be 
considered a fraud.



(5:03)How it works, in a standardized way, we hash content, that hash, unique 
fingerprint so you will, we put in the blockchain. And provide tools to verify. Under 
a blog, link. Pop-up, walk through revisions. (KILL: A total open-source loop. Via 
standardization, we take it a step further and we tend to build a whole ecosystem.)

FLOW, GIT SCREEN -> GIF REVISIONS

See it live

https://sebastiaans.blog/matt-mullenweg-open-source-domination/










#1 SEO strategy: 
Simply BE the best result!

- @JdeValk, since … forever

2014 Does having a mobile version of my 
site impact my ranking?

✅ YES!
- Hence mobile-indexing
- It’s simply better UX

2017 Does using SSL impact my ranking? ✅ YES!
- Google says “Not secure” without
- It’s better because it’s safer

2022 Does radical transparency & 
accountability impact my ranking?

…



Transparency
- Timestamp content
- Show certificate
- Show revisions

Accountability
- Use a custom blockchain account
- Connect identity to your wallet
- Timestamp T&C
- Hold degrees in your wallet

Timestamps lead to a 
Trusted Web



Outputting the timestamps 
to people & search engines

- Expertise
- Authority
- Trust





WordProof Policy Framework

Unregulated 
Internet

GDPR

- Makes organizations 
more responsible for 
their user’s privacy 

- Gives citizens more 
rights regarding their 
personal data

Trusted Web

- If information impacts 
lives, citizens deserve 
transparency

- If information impacts 
lives, citizens deserve a 
sender to take 
accountability

- Through the holistic 
Timestamp Ecosystem

- Law of the jungle

A truthful internet 
makes a trustworthy society

http://thetrustedweb.org/


https://thetrustedweb.org/education/
https://thetrustedweb.org/research/
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- Team: 8 fte. dev, bus dev, policy, communications
- >10 million pageviews / month serve timestamps

Winners of Europe’s Blockchains for Social Good contest: € 1 million. 

Founders of Yoast SEO (>14 million websites use their software for Search 
Engine Optimisation) are investors and actively involved. 

Let’s build the 
Trusted Web, together!
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🔎 Launching Users 
wordproof.com/fos
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